I. Vocabulary and Idioms & Phrases (1% for each)
1-15 DBAAB CCDBA ABCDC

II. Cloze (1% for each)
16-25 (A) CDBBC ADCDD
26-36 (B) ABBCC BCACB D
37-45 (C) BACBD ADCB

III. Discourse Structure (2% for each)
46-50 DCEAB

IV. Reading Comprehension (2% for each)
51-53 (A) CDC
54-55 (B) DD
56-59 (C) ACAB

V. Passage Completion (1% for each)
60-69 CIAEG DJBFH

VI. Vocabulary: Fill in the Blanks (1% for each)
70. disposal
71. vacancy
72. equivalent
73. revolutionary
74. intrude
75. abundance
76. contemplate
77. crucial
78. sympathized
79. congratulations

VII. Translation (4%, 3%)
80. Not only does the lady who is anxious to lose weight stay away from food rich in fat, but she also practices Yoga from time to time.

81. Yoga is said to help maintain the balance between mental and physical development.